[1] Analysis of the Doppler spectrum of Magellan Radar Altimeter echoes has revealed the spatially coherent deflection of the echo center from the nadir point (Tyler et al., 1992) . We present and analyze a global map of the Doppler centroid of the radar altimeter echo, which, for the plains of Venus, characterizes the degree of anisotropy of the surface roughness in the north-south direction at scales from decimeters to kilometers. We found a global hemispherical trend of roughness anisotropy: on average, equator-facing slopes are steeper than pole-facing slopes. We searched globally for correlations between contrasts in roughness anisotropy and surface geology. We found that sharp contrasts in anisotropy often coincide with boundaries of geological units, although not consistently. We found a number of examples where radar-bright (rough) lava flows have higher asymmetry than their surroundings. Diffuse radar-dark crater-related parabolic features and halos often have a symmetric roughness signature, while typical regional plains away from these diffuse features often have an anisotropic roughness. There is not, however, any direct and uniform correlation between the roughness anisotropy signature and geomorphologic terrain type or appearance in the radar images. We believe that asymmetric topography of deposits of windblown material, e.g., microdunes or smallscale wind streaks in the wind shadow of obstacles, is the main contributor to the observed roughness anisotropy.
Introduction
[2] Because of the thick cloudy atmosphere of Venus, radar probing is the main source of geomorphological information about the surface of this planet. Within the widely used monostatic radar probing scheme, the radar cross section depends on two angles: the incidence angle q and the incidence azimuth. When interpreting radar observations of rocks and soils, it is often assumed that the surface within the resolution element is statistically isotropic, and hence the radar cross section does not depend on the incidence azimuth. This assumption is not always valid, and dependence on the azimuth does exist. Such anisotropy of the radar cross section bears information about the subresolution-scale anisotropy of the surface, and may be of great interest for geological interpretation. Anisotropy of radar cross section has been identified for different terrains on Venus, as described below. In this paper we consider new aspects of this phenomenon using Magellan data.
[3] The Magellan spacecraft [Saunders et al., 1992] orbited Venus in a quasi-polar elliptical orbit with the pericenter above $10°N latitude. The surface was probed with two monostatic radar systems: a side-looking synthetic aperture radar (SAR) and a radar altimeter (RA). The SAR incidence was oriented approximately in cross-track (approximately east-west) directions. The SAR operated during three cycles of the Magellan survey of Venus [Ford and Plaut, 1993] . During the 1st and 3rd cycles the incident signal was directed approximately to the west (''left-looking'' geometry). About 90% of the surface was imaged in this mode during the 1st cycle. During the 2nd cycle the incidence was to the east (''right-looking'' geometry), and about 30% of the surface was covered. About 25% of the surface of Venus was viewed from both directions, mainly in the southern hemisphere.
[4] Weitz et al. [1994] compared SAR images from the 1st and 2nd cycles. They found three areas on the surface with very different appearance under left-and right-looking geometry. One area is located near the crater Stowe (43.2°S, 233.0°E) and is seen as a number of adjacent bright patches (up to 20 km in size) in the right-looking images. This area cannot be distinguished from the radar dark parabola in the left-looking 1st cycle SAR images. The difference in the radar cross section of the site between the 1st and 2nd cycles is about 7.5 dB. The two other areas are located southeast of crater Guan Daosheng (61.1°S, 181.8°E) and near crater Eudocia (59.1°S, 201.9°E) and are brighter in the left-looking images. These areas are not distinguishable from the background in the right-looking images. The difference between the cross sections is 9 dB and 8.1 dB, respectively. As in the previous case, the unusual areas are within dark parabolas [Campbell et al., 1992] associated with the craters.
[5] Several factors can be responsible for differences in apparent intensity between left-looking and right-looking SAR images. One is the scale of the resolved topographic slopes that affect the local incidence angle and, hence, change the apparent radar cross section. These differences actually permit one to see topography on SAR images. Resolved topography, however, is obviously not the cause for these areas of strong backscattering anisotropy. The difference between the incidence angles during the 1st and 2nd cycles for those latitudes was small (the incidence angles in the 1st and 2nd cycles, respectively, 26.0°and 25.3°for Stowe, and 20.4°and 23.9°for Guan Daosheng and Eudocia); given the known variability of backscattering functions on Venus, this difference cannot account for the observed strong effect. Grating-like diffraction on smallscale regular surface features, mentioned by Weitz et al. [1994] , cannot play any role, because it requires far-range order (''coherence'') of wavelength-scale features with wavelength-scale accuracy (<10 cm) over the scale of the resolution element ($200 m). Such high order never occurs for geological features. The most likely reason for the observed anisotropy of the radar cross section is the true anisotropy of the surface properties, in particular, subresolution-scale surface topography. This explanation was proposed by Weitz et al. [1994] , who suggested the presence of strongly asymmetric microdunes with east and west facing slopes. There are many wind streaks around every anomalous area, which is consistent with active eolian processes that might be responsible for microdune formation. Kreslavsky and Vdovichenko [1999] simulated backscattering by dune-like forms and found that the observed high level of differences between left-looking and right-looking cross sections are only possible if the microdunes cover a significant proportion of the surface and their steeper slopes are as steep as the angle of repose ($30°).
[6] Kreslavsky and Vdovichenko [1999] performed a systematic quantitative comparison of 1st and 2nd cycle Magellan SAR images in the 40°S-50°S zone, where the incidence angle difference is less than 5°. Coincidence of a sharp contrast in the cross section difference with geological boundaries indicated that weak east-west asymmetry (0.5 -2.0 dB) on the plains is ubiquitous. This has been attributed mostly to small-scale dunes and ripples. The coincidence of asymmetry contrasts with a few lava flow boundaries was interpreted as a possible anisotropy of surface texture caused by flow during solidification.
[7] The Magellan RA antenna was looking close to nadir and had a wide bandwidth. Analysis of the frequency spectrum of the echo permitted one to distinguish between the northern and southern parts of the footprint and, hence, to undertake the study of backscatter anisotropy in the north-south direction. Such anisotropy was noted by Tyler et al. [1992] .
[8] We apply these data to studies related to surface geology. We first describe the data set we used and the technical details necessary for the correct interpretation; then we analyze the RA-derived N-S anisotropy and correlate it with geological features.
Mapping of the Doppler Centroid
[9] Magellan RA measurements were processed independently by teams at MIT and at Stanford University. The first team produced the well-known topography maps of Venus [Ford and Pettengill, 1992] , the GTDR data set from the Planetary Data System (PDS). They also generated maps of Fresnel reflectivity (GReDR) and Hagfors' roughness parameters (GSDR data set from PDS). The team at Stanford University focused on inverting the measurements to recover the surface scattering function. The technique used for altimeter data processing and initial results from that work were discussed in detail by Tyler et al. [1992] . The whole set of results obtained were archived in the PDS as the SCVDR data set (Surface Characteristics Vector Data Record), where data are stored as points along orbits, and the GVDR data set (Global Vector Data Record) , where data are presented in a map-projected gridded format [Maurer and Simpson, 1994; Simpson et al., 1995] . As far as we know, these data were only occasionally used [Campbell and Shepard, 2001] and have not been used in any geologic assessment, and we have begun to undertake such an analysis. Here we report on our results on the study of the Doppler centroid f D , one among a number of parameters from the SCVDR and GVDR.
[10] The Doppler centroid f D , was derived by the Stanford University team in the following way [Tyler et al., 1992] . The Doppler frequency corresponding to the radial velocity of the spacecraft was removed from the radar altimeter echo. Then the echo was sampled according to the Doppler shift into 16 bins, Df = 935 Hz per bin, from À7Df to +8Df. The echo strength of +8Df bin was assigned to the aliased frequency of À8Df. These 17 frequencies were averaged with the weights proportional to echo strength in each bin; this weighted average gave the central echo frequency, the Doppler centroid f D .
[11] This procedure is equivalent to subdivision of the altimeter footprint into 17 stripes approximately normal to the orbit track. The single-burst footprint size is $25 km along track near the Magellan orbit periapsis ($10°N) and up to 220 km at high latitudes. The algorithms used for SCVDR data set production included the averaging of echoes obtained for 5 consecutive bursts, so the final resolution along orbit was about 80 km at the periapsis and about 260 km near the poles. Descriptions of resolution cells depending on latitude are presented in Table 1 . The orbit evolved during the Magellan survey; actual numbers for a particular orbit differ by small amounts from the typical numbers listed.
[12] The GVDR data set includes a gridded map of the Doppler centroid; the gridding algorithm accounted for the effective footprint size, which provides a theoretically optimal balance between noise suppression and preservation of spatial information. We, however, generated another version of a gridded map of f D (Figure 1 ), using a simpler algorithm which ignores the footprint size: for each map cell (in the simple cylindrical four-cells-per-degree projection) we took a weighted average of all SCVDR data points whose footprint centers are within the cell; we used the inverse formal f D error from SCVDR as the weight. Typically, there are from 1 to 4 data points per map cell. Our map does not have more information than the analogous map from GVDR; however, it provides better apparent sharpness, which is useful for morphological comparison with radar images.
Physical Meaning of the Doppler Centroid
[13] For a globally horizontal surface with an isotropic backscattering function, the echo spectrum is symmetric with respect to the Doppler frequency corresponding to the nadir, and f D = 0. For many areas on Venus, however, the observed Doppler spectrum is systematically biased toward either positive or negative frequencies. This effect is correlated among different orbits over hundreds of kilometers on Venus [Tyler et al., 1992] , and among different passes over the same place in sequential mapping cycles. Uncertainties in the Doppler shift due to inaccuracy of the orbit and knowledge of the gravity field is at least two orders of magnitude smaller than the observed effect [Tyler et al., 1992] . Thus the effect is considered to be real: the observed deflection of the spectrum center means that there is a northsouth asymmetry of the backscattering cross section of the surface. This means that the strongest echo in the alongtrack direction is often coming from either ahead (f D > 0) or behind (f D < 0) the nadir, respectively. Since Magellan was probing the surface moving approximately from the north to the south, a positive f D means a stronger echo from the southern part of the footprint, and a negative f D means a stronger echo from the northern part.
[14] The frequency distribution of f D over the surface of Venus is shown in Figure 2 . This distribution has a unimodal shape with the maximum at f D = 0. The distribution, however, is not symmetric about f D = 0; the median value of [15] The Doppler-sampled echo profile inevitably has a high noise level due to the coherent nature of signal registration (so-called ''speckle noise'' or ''fading noise''), which causes some noise in f D estimates. This noise component of f D , however, does not correlate between neighboring footprints and does not form spatially consistent patterns.
[16] For each individual footprint, true variations of scattering properties within the footprint may cause asymmetric backscattering, as noted by Tyler et al. [1992] . Consider, for example, a sharp boundary between smooth and rough terrains. At a first approach, a rougher surface has lower backscatter. If the northern part of a footprint is occupied by rougher terrain, the contribution of this part is smaller than the contribution of the southern part. The southern part of a footprint gives positive Doppler shifts, and the resulting f D is positive. Thus we expect a narrow band of positive f D along southern sharp boundaries of rough terrains. Analogously, there should be a band of negative f D along the northern boundaries. We do see numerous examples of this kind in the map of f D (one of them is shown in Figure 10 with the wide arrow).
[17] The obvious possible reason for higher scattering from off-nadir parts of the footprint is general surface tilt within the footprint [Tyler et al., 1992] , as illustrated in Figure 3a . For north facing slopes the normal incidence of the probing radar signal, and hence the strongest echo, would occur southward from the nadir point, which would lead to a positive centroid, f D > 0. Analogously, south facing slopes cause a negative centroid, f D < 0.
[18] The value f D equal to one Doppler bin (935 Hz) corresponds to a surface tilt of a 1 = 0.4°close to the orbit periapsis (low latitudes). This number characterizes the sensitivity of f D to the surface tilts. Far from the periapsis this tilt is larger due to slower orbital motion and higher altitude over a spherical surface. It exceeds 0.7°in the highlatitude regions (Table 1) . Thus the sensitivity of f D to surface tilts at high latitudes is almost two times lower. Surface tilts on the order of 0.4°at the baselines of tens of kilometers can be found on Venus, but for plains (that is, for the majority of the surface), the slopes at these baselines are much gentler. Figure 4 compares the frequency distributions of slopes and f D for the whole planet. We calculated global slopes in the south-north direction at a baseline of about 26 km (about 0.25°of latitude) along meridians using the Magellan topography map [Ford and Pettengill, 1992] . Then we converted slopes into Doppler offsets using the latitude-dependent sensitivity. The frequency distribution of these topography-caused Doppler shifts is shown in Figure 4 (thin line). The observed frequency distribution of f D from Figure 2 is shown in Figure 4 (bold line) for comparison. It is clearly seen that the slope distribution is much narrower, and large-scale slopes alone cannot account for the observed f D .
[19] The other physical explanation for the nonzero f D is anisotropic subresolution topography, as schematically illustrated in Figure 3b [Tyler et al., 1992] . If the area within the footprint covered by north facing a few degree steep slopes exceeds the area covered by the south facing slopes of the same steepness, the radar echo shows positive f D . Since the whole footprint should be horizontal in average, the excess of gentle north facing slopes should be compensated by an excess of steep south facing slopes: longer north facing slopes automatically mean steeper south facing slopes. Thus the positive f D means that south facing slopes are generally steeper than the north facing ones. Analogously, the negative f D means that south facing slopes are longer, and north facing slopes are steeper. Thus in flat areas, the Doppler centroid is a measure of the north-south asymmetry of surface topography (roughness).
[20] A wide range of horizontal scales of topography can potentially contribute to the observed scattering anisotropy: these could range from several wavelengths to just below the footprint size, that is from decimeters to kilometers. The sensitivity of f D to slope asymmetry is somehow characterized by the same characteristic surface tilt a 1 corresponding to typical f D values (Table 1) ; thus, f D is more sensitive to the slope asymmetry at low latitudes and less sensitive at high latitudes. The footprint size also plays some role. Larger footprints at higher latitudes cause averaging over a (Figure 1 ). Generally these features on the map look like topography illuminated from the north, so the north facing slopes are brighter, and south facing slopes are darker. Topographic slopes have the greatest effect on the Doppler centroid, when they are long (their length is comparable to the footprint size) and gentle (their tilt is comparable to a 1 ).
[22] The map of f D for Artemis Chasma, together with the SAR image of the area, are presented in Figure 5 . Artemis Chasma is a $30-km-wide trough that is 2 -4 km deeper than the adjacent plains. The trough is paralleled by ridges as high as 4 km above the plains both inward and outward of the trough. The outward ridge is wide and has gentle slopes; its typical north facing (trough-facing) slope is 1.1°. The observed Doppler centroid value in the same location is f D % 2.8 kHz, which corresponds to a surface slope a % 1.2°, remarkably similar to the actual slope. In this case the surface topography is undoubtedly the factor responsible for the observed scattering anisotropy.
[23] In large tessera areas, relatively steep large-scale slopes are ubiquitous, and f D for each radar altimeter burst is defined by the actual balance of 10-km-scale slopes of different orientation within the footprint. This leads to an extremely noisy, spotty appearance of tesserae in the Doppler offset map. Tellus Tessera (Figure 6 ) provides a good example.
[24] In a wide lower-latitude zone (Figure 1 ), the map reveals numerous spatially consistent flat areas of rather high positive and negative values of f D that do not resemble illuminated topography and are caused by roughness anisotropy or slope asymmetry.
Roughness Anisotropy in the Plains
[25] The plains areas characterized by pronounced nonzero f D are concentrated in a wide equatorial belt ($40°S-60°N). This is probably a result of the latitude trend of f D sensitivity to roughness anisotropy and of the footprint size.
[26] We searched for correlations of contrasts in the f D map (Figure 1 ) with geologic unit boundaries, using Magellan SAR mosaics. We found that there is no direct global correspondence between f D and surface morphology. In many places, however, we do see a correspondence between sharp contrasts in the f D map and boundaries of geological units. This gives the strongest observational evidence that f D in the plains indeed reflects some intrinsic anisotropy of the surface.
[27] As we noted above, the topography or roughness responsible for the observed anisotropy can be of very different scales ranging from centimeters to kilometers. The largest scales in this range, kilometers and hundreds of meters, are resolved by SAR images. Numerous tectonic features characterized by these scales are seen amid the plains in SAR images. There is no clear indication of pronounced asymmetry of these features. The most abundant resolved tectonic features in the plains are the wrinkle ridges. Their three-dimensional shapes are rarely resolved; however, the largest examples, as well as analogy with similar features on the other planets [e.g., Watters, 1988] indicate that the ridges often have asymmetric profiles [Kreslavsky and Basilevsky, 1998 ]. The sense of this asymmetry, however, often changes along individual ridges, and there is apparently no consistent asymmetry throughout large areas. Measurements by Kreslavsky and Basilevsky [1998] showed that the spacing of the ridges is typically $10 times wider than the ridges themselves, which means that the asymmetric topography of the ridges occupies no more than 10% of the footprint area. Thus we do not expect wrinkle ridges to play a significant role in the formation of scattering anisotropy. We performed visual comparisons of the Doppler centroid map (Figure 1 ) with the distribution of wrinkle ridges over the planet [Bilotti and Suppe, 1999] . Wrinkle ridges oriented approximately latitudinally (that is with a noticeable north-south slope component) are seen almost everywhere in the plains. We did not observe any apparent correlation between areas of high scattering anisotropy and the presence or absence of wrinkle ridges.
[28] Therefore it is more probable that the observed scattering anisotropy is caused by slope asymmetry at smaller scales, from tens of meters down. As we discussed in the introduction, wind action is the most probable agent causing asymmetry at these scales. Loose material that can potentially make asymmetric topographic forms is present on Venus, as seen at the Venera landing sites [e.g., Florenskii et al., 1977] and from the presence of eolian features in SAR images [Greeley et al., 1995 [Greeley et al., , 1997 and as predicted theoretically [Garvin, 1990] . Surficial deposits of loose material can produce different types of asymmetric topography, as summarized in Figure 7 . Formation of microdunes is possible under Venus atmospheric conditions [Greeley et al., 1995 [Greeley et al., , 1997 ; these produce the same slope asymmetry as do terrestrial dunes: gentle upwind-facing and steep downwind-facing slopes (Figure 7a ). Deposition of windblown loose material in wind shadows of local obstacles on a rough surface produces slope asymmetry of the opposite sense: it creates long gentle downwind-facing slopes (Figure 7b) . Accumulation of material on the upwind sides of obstacles is also possible, which may make upwindfacing slopes gentler (Figure 7c ). However, if material is accumulated on both sides of obstacles one should expect gentler slopes on downwind side, as in Figure 7b .
[29] Deposition of windblown material is probably the most effective way to produce the observable surface anisotropy on Venus. Wind erosion is also capable of producing slope asymmetry; terrestrial wind erosion landforms, however, are generally characterized by much less slope asymmetry than dunes. Flow of lavas itself can introduce directional asymmetry in the roughness pattern of the flow surface.
Global Hemispherical Trend
[30] A global hemispherical trend of scattering anisotropy is clearly seen in the map (Figure 1 ): in the northern hemisphere larger areas typically have f D > 0, while in the southern hemisphere the sign is typically the opposite (although numerous exceptions to this trend exist). Figures 1 and 8) .
[31] If we assume that the roughness anisotropy is due to microdunes (Figure 7a ), the observed hemispheric signature corresponds to an equatorward global wind pattern. If we assume deposition in the wind shadows (Figure 7b ) as the mechanism of anisotropy, the observed signature would correspond to poleward winds. Greeley et al. [1995] have observed a hemispherical trend of the wind directions inferred from wind streaks not related to parabolic features. In that study, the wind streaks showed the dominance of equatorward winds. Thus the global trend in wind streak directions is in agreement with the global trend in slope symmetry under the assumption of microdunes rather than wind shadows.
[32] Although there are global hemispherical trends both in the wind streak orientation and in the north-south slope asymmetry, the actual correlation between them is not high. We studied this in detail using the database of eolian features on Venus from Greeley et al. [1997] . Wind streaks neither tend to concentrate in the areas with high degree of slope asymmetry, nor do they tend to avoid such areas. There are numerous examples where local relationships between wind streak orientation and slope asymmetry follow the global trend, and there are examples where local relationships are the opposite.
Correlation With Volcanic Units
[33] We searched for correlations of contrasts in the f D map (Figure 1 ) with geologic unit boundaries, using Magellan SAR mosaics. We found that there is no direct global correspondence between f D and surface morphology, with the only exception being the spotty pattern of large topographically dissected tesserae mentioned above. In many places, however, we do see a correspondence between sharp contrasts in the f D map and boundaries of geological units. This provides the strongest observational evidence that f D in the plains indeed reflects some intrinsic properties of the surface.
[34] There are a number of examples, where the distinctive contrasts in f D correspond to boundaries of volcanic units in SAR images. We found 24 examples of lava flows showing rather uniform f D distinctly different from the surroundings. These sites are listed in Table 2 together with the mean value of f D for each flow and for its surrounding surface. All flows found are rather small; the largest of them, the bright lava flow in Sedna Planitia (Figure 9 ; number 1 in Table 2 ), is about 10 5 km 2 . This flow, located at high northern latitudes, has a strong slope asymmetry (f D % À2 kHz) with steeper north facing slopes, contrary to the hemispherical trend. Its surroundings show variable asymmetry, on average small but also negative (f D % À0.2 kHz). A few wind streaks found by Greeley at al. [1997] in the vicinity of this flow have the inferred wind direction to the north-west, also contrary to the hemispheric trend.
[35] Five sites (numbers 12, 13, 15, 17 and 18 in Table 2 ) form a tight cluster of similar flows in Rusalka Planitia. These flows are in the southern hemisphere and are characterized by positive f D contrary to the global hemispherical trend. Other sites are scattered (they do not occur in clusters). The remaining nine flows in the southern hemisphere follow the global trend. The northern hemisphere flows exhibit both positive and negative Doppler centroid values. Thus as a general rule, the distinctive lava flows do not follow the f D global trend.
[36] All flows listed in Table 2 are rather bright and some of them are very bright in SAR images (that is, they have a high radar cross section) and hence, have rather rough (sometimes very rough) surfaces at the scales of centimeters. All flows show a degree of slope asymmetry higher than their surroundings. There is no general correlation between the sign of f D and wind direction from the closest wind streaks. Also, no apparent correlation is seen between the sign of f D and the flow direction; this direction, however, cannot be reliably identified for some sites.
[37] The coincidence of flow fronts and contrasts in f D suggests that the flow itself may cause the observed surface roughness anisotropy. However, it is not necessarily the case. The rough flow surface may favor accumulation of windblown material and may produce the anisotropy by making deposits in wind shadows (Figure 7b ) or before sharp-edged obstacles (Figure 7c ) more pronounced. Since the tilt of surfaces of such deposits is small, the deposits related to centimeters-high obstacles will have meter-long facets; such facets would effectively influence the RA backscattering pattern. Uniformly strong anisotropy over the whole flow is more consistent with this explanation, because for flowing lavas we would expect variations of flow direction and flow properties across the flow area. ) uniformly anisotropic areas in the very typical regional plains. These areas are far from apparent parabolas, diffuse halos and other features attributed to the presence of surficial deposits [e.g., Basilevsky et al., 2004, and references therein] . All areas contain well-developed networks of wrinkle ridges. The areas are composed of different flow units; their boundaries have low or moderate contrast in the SAR images and do not appear in f D maps. There is no clear coincidence seen between the flow boundaries and the edges of uniform areas in the f D map. These typical uniform areas have rather high (although not extreme) values of f D . Seven of the eight follow the hemispherical trend.
[39] As we discussed above, the wrinkle ridges are unlikely to be responsible for the observed anisotropy. We favor an explanation for the anisotropy as being related to deposition of windblown material. We interpret the uniformity of the anisotropy to be related to the uniformity of substrate characteristics and the uniformity of winds in the very flat, very homogeneous areas of regional plains.
Correlation With Surficial Deposits
[40] We searched for correlations of contrasts in the f D map (Figure 1 ) with diffuse features in SAR images, e.g., crater-related radar-dark parabolas, halos, craterless splotches, etc., features presumably related to surficial deposits of loose material ejected by impact processes [e.g., Basilevsky et al., 2004, and references therein] . We found that there is no universal correlation between f D and such features. However, we see a number of examples where crater-related parabolas or other diffuse features have f D % 0, while the plains unit over which the parabola is superposed has a pronounced N-S slope asymmetry. One of the best examples of this kind is shown in Figure 10 . Generally, the absence of roughness asymmetry is typical for the radar-dark parabolas and halos, although it is not universal; sometimes it is valid only for some part of surface covered by radar-dark material.
[41] Roughness isotropy of the parabolas is consistent with the hypothesis that they are formed by a meter-scale-thick flat-surface mantle of loose material deposited after the impact [Campbell et al., 1992; Bondarenko and Head, 2004] . Recently multipolarization Arecibo radar observations provided independent support for this model [Carter et al., 2004] . Thus after emplacement, the mantle remains flat for a long time before dunes form. The characteristic timescale of this is the time necessary to form a few large craters.
[ Table 4 . In the majority of these cases (14 of 17), splotches have a higher anisotropy than the surroundings; in all these cases the sign of the anisotropy follows the hemispherical trend. The remaining 3 splotches appear in the f D map because they have a weak anisotropy on a highly anisotropic background.
Discussion
[43] We believe that the deposits of windblown materials, either microdunes or deposits in wind shadows of topographic obstacles or both, are the best candidates for the explanation of the observed ubiquitous roughness anisotropy in plains of Venus. So far, we have not found any observations that would contradict this suggestion. The absence of correlation of anisotropy with wind streaks is easily explainable. First, they are probably related to different scales: the most probable scales responsible for the formation of Doppler centroid are on the order of decimeters and larger, while scales on the order of tens of centimeters are responsible for the wind streaks. Second, they can form not simultaneously, and conditions for their formation may be different. Third, the anisotropy can be produced by thin deposits that are not seen or are not recognizable as wind related in the SAR images.
[44] In the framework of the eolian hypothesis, it is natural that we observe some correlation of anisotropy with geology, but this correlation is not universal and not uniform. Formation of anisotropic deposits is a complex process that depends on surface roughness characteristics (which is often seen but may be unseen in SAR images), availability of necessary loose material and its properties (which is only partly seen in the radar images as hard to interpret diffuse features), and wind patterns during the epoch of emplacement (which is not seen at all). Furthermore, formation of an anisotropic surface is interleaved with episodes of removal of anisotropy by emplacement of fresh lava flows, which are usually seen in the images, debris falls from large impacts, which are seen in the images as parabolas, and very likely, eolian erosion, whose results (except in a few minor cases) we cannot yet identify in images. This general picture explains why some, but far from all, contrasts in roughness anisotropy correlate with surface features seen in SAR images.
[45] The presence of a well-pronounced uniform anisotropy in vast areas of regional plains indicates the presence of surficial deposits formed by loose material. Thus even far from diffuse features, the surface is likely to be covered with deposits of loose, probably chemically altered and maybe indurated material rather than with bedrock [e.g., Basilevsky et al., 2004] . This conclusion is important in considering prospective future landing missions to Venus designed to undertake geochemical analyses of igneous materials. Models of radar scattering by microdunes and other hypothetical anisotropic forms should help to constrain the possible amounts (characteristic thicknesses) of these surficial deposits.
[46] The absence of anisotropy for a number of radar-dark parabolas indicates that the processes of eolian transport on Venus are geologically slow on average, and that the loose material of the parabolas has a flat surface for a long time. It is possible that eolian transport is active only episodically during geologically short periods, for example only after large impact events, as has been hypothesized by Schultz [1992] . Alternatively, the parabola material may need some surface exposure age to produce a large number of grains of proper size for eolian transport; for example, disintegration of pebbles by chemical weathering or induration of fine dust may be necessary to initiate eolian transport.
Conclusions
[47] We considered the global Doppler centroid map and correlated it with surface geology. We conclude the following.
[48] 1. In the plains regions the Doppler centroid is a measure of surface roughness anisotropy in the north-south direction at scales from centimeters to kilometers. The most important scale range for this anisotropy is likely to range from decimeters to decameters.
[49] 2. The most probable cause of observed surface roughness anisotropy is surficial eolian deposits of loose material, for example, asymmetric microdunes or deposits in wind shadows of obstacles.
[50] 3. There is a global hemispherical trend of roughness anisotropy; in general, equator-facing small-scale topographic slopes are steeper than pole-facing slopes.
[51] 4. Roughness anisotropy in the plains of Venus is ubiquitous. Typical regional volcanic plains often have a moderately high degree of roughness anisotropy, which suggests the presence of surficial deposits.
[52] 5. There is no universal correspondence between the signature of roughness anisotropy and surface morphology. However, some geological boundaries are associated with sharp contrasts in anisotropy.
[53] 6. Typical radar-dark diffuse crater-associated parabolas and halos often do not show anisotropy.
[54] 7. The overall scenario is consistent with very slow or episodic eolian alteration of the surface interleaved with surface modification by volcanism and large impact events.
[55] Our analysis showed that Magellan radar data still have unused potential for the study of geological processes on Venus, especially the analysis of surficial deposits and processes. Analysis of the Doppler centroid of the Magellan RA echo adds a new dimension to the reconstruction of the small-scale surface structure and evolution of Venus. Future work in this direction should include (1) models of radar scattering, which should relate the geometric parameters of roughness and the observed Doppler centroid and (2) correlative studies of Doppler centroid data with other radar data sets, including Arecibo multipolarization observations.
